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Drop this amusing waterproof book in the water with baby's bath for a festival of noisy, splashing

fun! Bright, humorous animal pictures appear on every floatable vinyl page, and a rattle embedded

inside the book makes an amusing jingle that will evoke baby's laughter. Baby can see pictures of a

crab, a starfish, a school of fish, an octopus, and a seahorse.
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Bath Book: 8 pages
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Age Range: 2 - 5 years

Grade Level: Preschool - Kindergarten

My mom bought this for our 6-month old baby. He played with it one time, and loved it, but when we

looked closely we realized that the paint was coming off in his mouth. I can only hope it's not toxic,

but we are throwing it away right now.

The manufacturer commented on this review(What's this?)The Staff at Barron's Educational Series

saysAugust 31, 2016We appreciate your comment and we'd like to address your concerns. Prior to

2010, a printing was produced using an alternative method of production and finishing. While this

printing was fully tested and completely safe, there were inadequacies in the durability of the

finished product. We took full note of your comments and changed the production process. We have

subsequently also changed the supplier. We continue to produce all of our bath books under

stringent ASTM safety testing guidelines and use the highest quality of materials and inks. We test



each individual printing to insure the quality and safety of our products. As a result, we have enjoyed

many excellent reviews since 2010. You can be certain that your purchase will be of the highest

quality.The Staff at Barron's Educational Series

My 12mth old son loved this book on sight. It has bright colors, simple pictures & words that he

loved to look at. Whats more, he chewed on it as a teether, and loved to rattle it. BUT the book just

lasted 3-4 days. The colors started peeling from inside the vinyl pages. This cannot be used as a

bath book as it'll fall apart in 1 week. We had the same experience with another book in this range

called "Animals on the Farm ". I'd reccommend Barnyard Bath instead. It's of a better quality despite

daily use in teh bath for months now.

The book is not only losing its print in the first days of ownership, but it has an awful plastic odor that

I wouldn't think is safe for children. I have to wonder if this is an usafe toy made in China from

materials that aren't child-friendly.

My almost 1 and a half year old son loves this book. I got it for him when he was born and he used it

as a teether for months when he was younger, carried it into the pool several times, and now it's in

the bath tub every night with him. It's also been washed in hot soapy water at least once a week for

over a year. We haven't had any problems at all with colors fading or chipping off like other

reviewers. Maybe it's a newer version and they fixed the problem? It still looks as good as it did the

day I bought it and he loves pointing out the sea creatures and turning the pages.
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